the Po Valley of Bologna, Pavia, and Allesandria is far removed from Apulia's Tavoliere, while Sardinia's is closer to Barcelona's than it is to Venice's. Milan and Turin are nearer to Zurich and Paris than they are to Sicily. Such matters have influenced what a country should look like and have accentuated the differences between wealthier European Italy in the north and poorer Mediterranean Italy in the south.
Italy is as diverse and divided a country as any, and defining exactly what Italy is poses a serious challenge to historians. Indeed, it is Italy's indefinability that has posed a constant and ongoing challenge to Italian leaders and revolutionaries ever since the Risorgimento (resurgence), which began with Napoleon's invasion in 1796. Every Ital- ian leader from Crispi to Craxi, Garibaldi to Giolitti, Il Duce to De Gasperi, and even Berlusconi and Bossi today, has been forced to balance and compromise with numerous competing forces both within and outside of Italy. Domenico is clearly up to the challenge and has written a very accessible, concise, and balanced introductory history of Italy from the formation of the kingdom of Italy in the mid-nineteenth century to the republic of the present day.
As the book's title suggests, Italy is a country that was made and remade several times during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This volume consists of five wellwritten and fast-paced chapters, beginning with the revolutionary struggles, which beset Italy prior to and immediately after unification. As Domenico shows throughout his book in subtle ways, Italy continually underwent political, economic, societal, and even cultural metamorphoses, which made governing the country a very challenging task. Four main competing forces in Italy-the Liberals, the Catholic Church, the Fascists, and the Marxists -have been in constant conflict with each other in bids to shape the future Italian state, a conflict that has survived through various permutations even to the present day.
The Liberals, the primary architects of Italian unification, attempted to bring a politically, economically, socially, and culturally disparate entity into being. This began with small though important measures brought to the fore by Domenico. Dante's "standard" Italian, for example, which was spoken by approximately only 650,000 Italians in a country of 25 million in 1860, was made the official, national language of government, commerce, and education. Even so, Domenico, who has at hand a bevy of statistics to make his history flow fairly seamlessly, shows that even with the invention of the wireless radio by the Italian inventor Guglielmo Marconi in the early twentieth century, and later with the proliferation of television sets in Italian households, "polling results revealed that as late as 1991, only 48 percent of Italians used the national tongue when speaking with friends and colleagues."
One of the primary themes in Domenico's book is Italian foreign affairs. The country under Liberal leadership generally convulsed between its membership in the European concert of powers and its late entry into the race for colonies, thus never quite living up to much of its population's expectations. For some Italians, however, Italy should have remained out of foreign entanglements altogether and instead concentrated on the construction of a more prosperous state built from within. Nevertheless, as Domenico demonstrates, Italy did not fit in neatly with either the Central Powers or completely into the grand designs of the victorious Allies in World War I. Entry into the war in May 1915 on the side of the Allies for the promise of greater spoils than what the Central Powers were offering eventually proved a disaster. The general skepticism by the Italian population about entering a war in which the country was not directly an injured party-entering, in fact, for pure self-aggrandizement-demonstrated how fragile Lib-eral power had become. By October 1917, with the poor state of the Italian military fully exposed by its defeat at Caporetto, Italy barely survived to sit at the victor's table-and even then, Premier Orlando had to leave the Paris Peace Conference at key moments to attend to domestic tensions in Rome. In any event, Italian nationalists felt that Italy received short shrift from the Allies for the loss of 571,000 soldiers, as well as 57,000 who died in prison camps and another 60,000 missing.
Domenico further explores the enigma that is Italy with his story of Benito Mussolini and Italian fascism. For those not familiar with Italian history in general, Domenico's story of Mussolini and all the contradictions of his life, his rise to power, his rule, and his ultimate downfall perhaps best demonstrates all the many contradictions that make up Italy itself. It may seem ironic to some that Mussolini, the son of an anarchist father who had spent time in jail and a devout Catholic mother, was first aligned with the socialists before he went his own way to form his fascist movement. Having estranged himself from his party comrades for espousing Italian intervention in World War I, Mussolini left the party to publish his own newspaper, Il popolo d'Italia, in which the soon-to-be dictator articulated fascist politics uniting elements from both the Left and the Right of Italian society. As Domenico writes, Mussolini was able to marry the odd mixture of "nationalist aims, anticommunism, worker's participation in management, tax reform, abolition of the monarchy and the senate, women's suffrage, confiscation of church property, 'economic democracy,' and an attack on war profiteers." The evolution of Mussolini's fascism and its very complex nature during the ventennio, or what Italians call "the twenty years," is carefully and thoughtfully discussed throughout his chapter on Italy's "Fascist Reformation."
Italy's defeat and liberation in World War II, and its postwar recovery, are the subjects of Domenico's third and fourth chapters. Again, in what category did Italy belong? Was it a defeated member of the Axis powers brought down by Mussolini's miscalculations or the valiant Ally that switched sides in the middle of the war, suffered reprisals from Nazi Germany, yet made some heroic military stands contributing to Hitler's eventual defeat? It was only after Italy's political situation solidified under the continual, if not chaotic, Christian Democrat rule over the four decades after 1945, buttressed by Italy's economic boom in the postwar years, that the country finally found its bearings firmly rooted in the West through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Union. Italian society, if reluctantly, followed the societal trends of the United States and the rest of Western Europe during the Cold War on such issues as the expansion of the welfare state, women's roles, family size, abortion, and divorce as it developed into a heavily industrialized and consumer-based society.
In lieu of a conclusion, Domenico brings the evolution of the Italian state into the twenty-first century in his final chapter. Modern Italy remains almost as divided today as it was nearly two centuries ago, and Italian contradictions and extremes continue to be felt to this day. The fall of the Christian Democrats following the tangentopoli scandals of the early 1990s, the rise of the center-left under Massimo D'Alema, and the creation of the center-right alternative through current Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi's Forza Italia are all briefly discussed by Domenico. He touches on old issues that continue to divide Italy, such as the lag in the economic performance of the south as compared to the north, as well as new challenges in the era of globalization, such as the growing popularity of fast food versus the traditional Italian diet, the increase of both legal and illegal immigration, and crossborder health issues and environmental concerns. Overall, Domenico provides an elegant survey of Italian history over the past two hundred years in a book that one hopes is not overlooked by anyone seeking a solid piece of historical scholarship. Cyprus will be admitted to membership in the European Union in May 2004. The expansion of the EU, to include eight Eastern European states and two islands in the Mediterranean (Cyprus and Malta), will mark the beginning of a new phase on the long road to Europe's economic and political unification. It will also mark the beginning of a new phase for Cyprus.
For Europe, Cyprus's status as a sovereign country has been problematic. How "sovereign" is a country occupied by foreign troops? While the island is recognized as a single entity by the international community, it has been de facto divided into north and south since its invasion and occupation in 1974 by Turkish military forces. In social, political, and economic terms, Cyprus consists of not one but two entities, which have been deprived of normal interaction with one another for over a quarter century. In addition to hosting Turkish troops, the occupied north has a separate administration and a self-proclaimed status as an independent state. Yet, from the standpoint of international law, there is only one Cyprus, and it is about to become an EU member state.
How can-indeed, how will-the EU embrace Cyprus? What is the importance of EU enlargement for the divided island? What does its successful membership application demonstrate about the geopolitical role of the EU in conflict mediation and resolution? What are the implications of the precedent set by Cyprus's admission to the EU
